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Contact neuro-endoscopy-
assisted cerebral hematoma
evacuation under direct vision
Na Lu1,2*, Dong Qiao1, ChengJiang Xue1 and YeGuang Pang1

1Department of Neurosurgery, Qingdao Huangdao District Central Hospital, Qingdao, China,
2Department of Clinical Medicine, Binzhou Medical University, Binzhou, China
Neuro-endoscopic hematoma evacuation is a crucial therapeutic approach for
intracerebral hemorrhage. Our research team has developed a portable and
contact neuro-endoscopy technique to enhance the conventional endoscopy
procedure. compared to traditional endoscopy, this innovative approach
involves miniaturizing the lens, light source, and camera system. These
components are integrated into a stainless steel tube with a diameter of
4 mm, referred to as the portable endoscopy in this study. The portable
endoscopy is powered by a USB cable and the video is displayed on a tablet
computer. This portable endoscope facilitates easier operation with both
hands by a single surgeon.
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1 Introduction

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) affects >1 million people annually worldwide and is

the deadliest and most disabling type of stroke (1, 2). Hematoma removal surgery serves

as an effective approach to alleviate hematoma-induced pressure, reduce intracranial

pressure, and mitigate secondary injury, thereby representing a viable treatment option

for cerebral hemorrhage (3, 4). Commonly employed surgical techniques encompass

microscopic hematoma removal, neuro-endoscopic hematoma removal, puncture, and

catheter hematoma drainage (5, 6). The selection of the surgical approach is contingent

upon the hematoma’s specific characteristics, necessitating a tailored approach (7). Based

on a comprehensive analysis encompassing a total of 3,603 patients (8), it was determined

that the utilization of neuro-endoscopy-assisted techniques for hematoma removal

emerges as a highly effective intervention, exhibiting the capacity to enhance patients’

functional prognosis and mitigate mortality rates. This can be attributed to the

procedure’s minimal invasiveness and prompt elimination of the hematoma.

Two primary phases are involved in the process of neuro-endoscopic hematoma

removal, namely the establishment of working channels and the subsequent removal of

the hematoma. Previously, the direct visualization of the neuro endoscope and

subsequent hematoma removal was only possible after the successful establishment of

the working channel. The method employed for establishing the working channel,

known as Endoport, involves the utilization of a brain puncture needle/working channel

based on anatomical indicators on the body surface or under the guidance of neural

navigation. Following the arrival of the hematoma, syringe suction is employed to

ascertain the presence of the hematoma within the cavity.
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One crucial approach to attaining precise cerebral hemorrhage

surgery involves commencing from clinical requirements,

integrating novel technologies, and consistently enhancing

surgical instruments, thereby diminishing surgical complexity,

minimizing surgical harm, and enhancing surgical outcomes (6).

In the context of endoscopic hematoma removal, prior

investigations primarily concentrated on enhancing puncture

accuracy during the establishment of working channels through

the utilization of neural navigation (9–12), robotic arm (13), and

B-ultrasound-assisted positioning (14), The utilization of

techniques such as image fusion and 3D model-assisted

positioning (15) has been employed to facilitate the accurate

guidance of puncture direction and depth, as well as to enable

the precision of the puncture process. However, these methods

are limited in their ability to provide real-time observation of the

puncture needle head’s interaction with brain tissue and

eliminate the need for suction confirmation, thus preventing the

achievement of direct visual puncture. During the hematoma

removal phase, certain scholars endeavored to incorporate a

lightweight and portable endoscope (16) along with the

utilization of the “chopstick technique” (17) to enhance the

flexibility and convenience of the operation within the

working channel.

This study introduces a new minimally invasive endoscopic

removal technique for intracerebral hemorrhage, which utilizes a

novel contact endoscope to assist surgeons in locating the

hematoma under direct vision. This technique allows for the

avoidance of puncturing the blood vessel and minimizes the risk

of deviation in the puncture position. By having direct visibility,

surgeons can make slight adjustments to the puncture direction

during the operation to ensure precise positioning. Once the

puncture reaches the lower boundary of the hematoma, which is

typically around 1 cm–2 cm, Consistent with the direction of

contact endoscopic puncture, implant the endoscopic working

channel independently developed by our team. (patent No.

ZL201910865237.9) independently developed by our team

alongside the contact endoscope, ensuring a more accurate

positioning of the working channel. Then, the lens sheath of the

contact endoscope is removed, transforming it into a portable

endoscope. This portable endoscope is equipped with a miniature

camera at the front end, serving as a light source similar to the

traditional neuroendoscope. However, it is significantly lighter,

weighing only 10 g, and it can clearly project the situation in the

operating field onto the display screen, providing the surgeon

with a very comfortable experience. Finally, the hematoma is

suctioned and removed to complete the operation. For traditional

endoscopic intracerebral hemorrhage surgery, this surgical

method is an optimization and upgrade. What should be

proposed here is that during the stage of finding and confirming

the location of the hematoma, and inserting the endoscopic

working channel,the novel portable and contact neuro-

endoscope, capable of performing hematoma puncture with

direct visualization while avoiding critical blood vessels and

avoiding the need for suction confirmation. It should be noted

here that any blind suction confirmation behavior, even under

the guidance of navigation, may induce intracranial rebleeding or
Frontiers in Surgery 02
brain damage. Furthermore, it enables complete endoscopic

hematoma removal under direct visualization, thereby

minimizing collateral damage caused by the puncture. The article

primarily focuses on elucidating the composition of portable and

contact neuro-endoscopy. It provides insights into the

operational procedure and clinical experience through the

analysis of relevant cases.
2 Materials and equipment

2.1 Patient selection

The study group consisted of 30 consecutive adult patients with

supratentorial HICH treated between June 2020 and June 2023.

The inclusion criteria were spontaneous supratentorial HICH

confirmed on brain CT scans with hematoma volume > 30 ml,

admission to hospital within 24 h of ictus, and adult age patients

with a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score≥ 5. The patients

underwent CT angiography to exclude underlying structural

vascular disease. The exclusion criteria were hemorrhage caused

by tumor, trauma, coagulopathy, aneurysm, arteriovenous

malformation, hemorrhage after infarction, and use of

antiplatelet or anticoagulant drugs over a long period of time.

The study was approved by the Chinese Qingdao Huangdao

District Central Hospital medical ethics committee. This article

chooses one of them to illustrate this new surgical method.
2.2 Equipment

Disposable tissue retractor expansion catheter(patent No.

ZL201910865237.9, ZL201910867098.3, ZL201921535779.1. Medical

device registration number 20212021648. KZ-III type 13070), Made

in Changsha Kezhong Medical Technology Co., LTD, China. It

consists of three parts: an endoscopic working channel, a contact

endoscope and a portable endoscope, camera system.
2.3 The fundamental principles and
structural composition of a portable and
contact endoscopic system

The contact endoscope (18), is an extension of the traditional

endoscope, by making contact with the object, the rod mirror

effectively establishes a fixed distance (known as the object

distance) between the object and the convex lens, ensuring that

the contact object remains consistently within the clear imaging

interval. Notably, the curved lens end of the rod mirror serves to

prevent any harm to brain tissue, while the flat tail end directly

connects with the endoscopic lens, The contact endoscope retains

the ability to capture clear images within brain tissue or blood

during the puncture procedure.

The imaging principle of the portable endoscope (16) aligns

with that of the conventional endoscope. The primary

enhancement lies in the reduction of size for the optical imaging
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system, cold light source, and electronic camera system, which are

integrated into the front end of a 4 mm stainless steel tube.

Additionally, the portable endoscope eliminates the need for

assembly during usage and eliminates operations such as

focusing and white balance. Moreover, portable endoscopes

employ lighter lenses. Simultaneously, the imaging system

incorporates a low-power Complementary Metal Oxide

Semiconductor (CMOS) sensor, thereby enabling the endoscope

to possess a mere weight of 6 g. Additionally, this system

facilitates the utilization of a USB cable, an ordinary tablet

computer power supply, and a display, rendering it a plug-and-

play device that is both lightweight and convenient. To enable

direct visualization during the crucial stages of hematoma

puncture and removal, it is necessary to convert the functionality

of endoscopes from portable to contact endoscopes (18). In this

research, a portable endoscope was modified by attaching an

endoscopic sheath and incorporating a rod mirror at the distal

end of the outer sheath.

In conjunction with the aforementioned portable endoscope,

endoscope sheath, and USB cable, surgical instruments

encompass a working channel, a working channel tube core, and

a display system. Please refer to Figure 1 for further elaboration.

The portable endoscope, measuring 4 mm in diameter, functions

as a 0° endoscope when inserted into the outer sheath, thereby

forming a contact endoscope. The working channel is available

in various specifications, such as a diameter of 13 mm and a

length of 70 mm, as well as a diameter of 16 mm and a length of

90 mm, among others. Due to its slender design, the portable

endoscope can be effectively integrated with a specialized

aspirator, enabling the concurrent operation of both instruments

with a single hand. During puncture, the portable endoscope was
FIGURE 1

Composition of portable and contact endoscopic system(KZ-III type 130
Kezhong Medical Technology Co., LTD, China). (A) The portable endosc
endoscope (③), which can puncture the brain tissue under direct vision. (B
working channel tube core (④) into the hematoma to establish the work
sheath of the endoscope were extracted, and the working channel was ind
were used to remove the hematoma under direct vision. (D) The image is c
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inserted into the outer sheath of the endoscope and assembled

into a contact endoscope to achieve puncture under direct vision.

After the working channel is established, the portable endoscope

is removed and can be used like a traditional endoscope for

hematoma removal under direct vision.
3 Methods

3.1 operation process and skills of contact
endoscopic system

3.1.1 Device preparation
① The contact endoscope should be assembled by inserting

the portable endoscope into the outer sheath of the endoscope,

rotating the end of the endoscope, and securing it (Figure 1A).

② The display should be connected by inserting the USB

cable into the tablet computer, activating the endoscopic light

source, and displaying the image (Figure 1D). ③ The working

channel should be connected by locking and securing the

working channel and the working channel tube core. The

contact endoscope should be passed through the center of

the tube core and positioned at the end of the contact

endoscope to secure the contact endoscope and the working

channel (Figure 1B).

3.1.2 Direct view puncture
In the process of contact endoscopic puncture, a gradual

puncture is performed towards the central region of the

hematoma, following the predetermined path established during

preoperative planning. Real-time visualization on the display
70, Disposable tissue retractor expansion catheter, Made in Changsha
ope (①) and the outer sheath of the endoscope (②) form a contact
) After arriving at the hematoma, push the working channel (⑤) and the
ing channel. (C) The tube core of the working channel and the outer
urated in the brain (⑤). The portable endoscope (①) and aspirator (⑥)
onnected to the display via USB ⑦.
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screen allows for the observation of brain tissue displacement

and blunt separation. Caution is exercised to prevent

inadvertent damage to prominent blood vessels located

beneath the cortex, while ensuring that the hematoma remains

within the field of vision, indicating a successful puncture.

Once the contact endoscope is inserted into the hematoma

cavity, adjustments are made to determine the depth and angle

in order to locate the base of the hematoma. For further

details, refer to Figure 2.

To measure the length of a hematoma, utilize the scale present

on the outer sheath of the endoscope. Upon reaching the upper

edge of the hematoma with the contact inner lens end

(Figure 2B), document the measurements of the outer sheath

scale and the bone flap surface (referred to as scale 1). Proceed

with the puncture until the contact inner lens end reaches the

bottom of the hematoma (Figure 2D), and record the

measurements of the outer sheath scale and the bone flap surface

(referred to as scale 2), as well as the difference between scale 2

and scale 1. This difference represents the length of the

hematoma in the direction of the puncture.

Create a functional pathway by manipulating the positioning

of the contact endoscope, identifying the appropriate location for

the working channel, disengaging the contact endoscope and the

tube core of the working channel, and advancing the working

channel and its tube core towards the inner lens end of the

contact. Monitor the scale line indicated by the outer sheath of

the endoscope, which becomes visible at the termination of the

working channel, and cease movement upon reaching the

11 cm mark (using 7 cm as a hypothetical length example,

noting that the scale line will vary accordingly). Subsequently,

unlock the tube core and the working channel. The tube core

and contact endoscope were removed, and the working channel

was subsequently inserted into the brain. Subsequently, the

contact endoscope was disassembled into a portable endoscope

and an outer sheath of the endoscope, with the portable

endoscope being inserted into the working channel. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.
FIGURE 2

The schematic diagram depicting the process of puncture under direct vie
(B) The puncture reaching the upper boundary of the hematoma, (C) the
investigating the base of the hematoma.
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3.1.3 Removal of hematoma under direct vision
Once the working channel has been established (Figure 3C),

the working channel can be secured using either the assistant or

the snake-like arm. Subsequently, the intracranial hematoma can

be extracted using a portable endoscope, employing a technique

similar to traditional endoscopic hematoma removal. In cases

where bipolar electrocoagulation is necessary, the portable

endoscope and suction device can be conjoined and immobilized

(Figure 5C) to facilitate hematoma removal and achieve

hemostasis using both hands.
3.1.4 Operation skills of contact endoscope
First, the determination of the diameter of the bone flap is

based on the specifications of the working channel, typically

requiring a diameter approximately 1 cm larger than that of the

channel. The majority of bone flaps have a diameter ranging

from 2.5 cm to 3 cm. Second, The contact endoscope consists of

a portable endoscope and the outer sheath, which can be locked

or unlocked as needed during the operation to accommodate

different scenarios. Third, The outer sheath of the endoscope is

equipped with a scale that allows for the measurement of

hematoma length. This measurement can be combined with the

reading obtained at the end of the working channel. The depth

of placement of the working channel can be prevented by

adhering to specific guidelines. Fourth, The dimensions of the

working channel tube core placement vary depending on the

specifications. In the case of a 7 cm length specification, the tail

scale should be positioned 11 cm away from the outer sheath of

the endoscope, while the front end of the working channel

should be precisely 1 cm away from the bottom of the

hematoma. Fifth, an oblique incision is present at the anterior

aspect of the working channel. In the process of hematoma

removal, the rotation of the working channel facilitates the

extrusion of the hematoma, thereby reducing its displacement,

and subsequently removing the hematoma by retreating. It is

advisable to introduce the working channel along the
w. (A) The placement of the contact endoscope within the brain tissue.
contact endoscope within the hematoma. (D) The contact endoscope
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FIGURE 3

Illustrates a schematic diagram depicting the process of creating a functional channel. Firstly, the working channel tube core is unlocked and extracted
from the working channel (A). Subsequently, the indenture working channel is positioned, and the contact endoscope’s tail is rotated to detach it from
the outer sheath of the endoscope, allowing for the extraction of the portable endoscope (B). Finally, the portable endoscope and aspirator are both
positioned within a transparent working channel (C).
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longitudinal axis of the hematoma to the greatest extent possible

while employing other surgical instruments within the working

channel, with careful consideration given to gentle maneuvers.
3.2 Introduction of clinical cases

3.2.1 Basic clinical situation
The 55-year-old male patient was admitted to the emergency

department as a result of a sudden onset of consciousness

disturbance that worsened over a period of approximately three

hours. The patient had a previous medical history of

hypertension and irregular medication adherence. Upon

admission, the patient exhibited a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)

score of 6, bilateral pupil isogenic, and a blood pressure reading

of 173/89 mmHg. Additional clinical findings included neck

resistance, right limb hemiplegia (lack of response to stimuli and

muscle contraction), hypotonia, the ability to flex the right limb

with tingling sensations, weakened physiological reflexes, and

absence of pathological reflexes. The head CT scan revealed a

dense image in the left basal ganglia, indicating the possibility of

a cerebral hemorrhage. The CTA did not detect any vascular

malformations, and no evident abnormalities were observed. The

diagnosis of hypertensive cerebral hemorrhage with temporal gyri

hernia should be considered. To prepare for decompressive

craniectomy, assisted by the contact and portable neuro-

endoscopic removal of the intracranial hematoma was performed

along with right ventricular external drainage.
3.2.2 Preoperative planning
The automatic quantitative tool for intracerebral hemorrhage

(19) was utilized to segment key structures, including the

hematoma, skull, and skin. The volume of the hematoma was
Frontiers in Surgery 05
measured to be 112.3 ml. Subsequently, the model was

reconstructed using 3D-Slicer software (20), and a surgical plan

was devised. The left hematoma was successfully cleared, and a

right ventricular drainage procedure was performed. The mid-

frontal approach was employed to remove the hematoma. A

straight incision, approximately 5 cm in length, was made

longitudinally, 2 cm–3 cm anterior to the coronal suture, with

the center line opened 3 cm towards the left side. The puncture

direction was the center of the hematoma (Figure 4).
3.2.3 Surgical procedure
The patient was positioned supine and administered general

anesthesia for endotracheal intubation. Following the preoperative

plan, a straight incision measuring 5 cm was made. A small bone

flap with a diameter of approximately 2.5 cm–3 cm was created for

the craniotomy. The contact neuro-endoscope was assembled and

utilized for direct view puncture, confirming the presence of a

hematoma and establishing a surgical channel. Subsequently, the

contact endoscope was detached, the portable endoscope was

extracted, and the hematoma was surgically removed under direct

vision using a suction device and bipolar instrument. The

procedure involves delicately manipulating the working channel to

rotate its direction, systematically extracting hematoma in various

orientations, while also employing flexible hemosic techniques

such as fast yarn and fluid gelatin, and utilizing electric

coagulation to identify the responsible blood vessels. The operation

concludes once the working channel is gradually withdrawn to

expose the hematoma, resulting in a notable reduction in brain

tissue tension without any bleeding. Following the procedure, the

postoperative plan is implemented in accordance with the

preoperative strategy. the cotatntralateral intraventricular drainage

tube with an intracranial pressure monitoring probe was inserted.

The operation lasted about 80 min with little bleeding (Figure 5).
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FIGURE 4

The automated quantitative tool utilized for cerebral hemorrhage acquires the segmentation file (A), which is then utilized to reconstruct the model in
the 3D-Slicer software. Subsequently, the surgical plan is formulated (B), where the green color represents the surgical approach and the purple color
represents the incision. The incisions are accurately traced on the patient’s body surface in accordance with the preoperative plan (C).
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3.2.4 Surgical effect and outcome
Twelve hours post-operation, a re-evaluation of the cranial CT

revealed a residual blood volume of 5.3 ml, accompanied by a

hematoma clearance rate of 95.28% (Figure 6). By the third day

following the surgical procedure, the patient regained

consciousness and achieved full wakefulness. Furthermore, at the

50-day mark post-surgery, the patient exhibited a perfect ADL

score of 100, indicating complete independence in activities of

daily living, including autonomous eating and movement.
4 Results and discussion

Neuro-endoscopic hematoma removal demonstrates the

potential to achieve a balance between surgical efficacy and

collateral damage (21). Several clinical trials and studies utilizing

endoscopic visual technology for intracranial hematoma aspiration

have been conducted both domestically and internationally,

demonstrating positive clinical outcomes. “A Single Arm,
FIGURE 5

The surgical procedure is depicted. The incision measured approximately
establishment of the working channel facilitated the automatic outflow
utilization of a portable endoscope in conjunction with an aspirator to dir
manual operation by a single individual to provide real-time observation on
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Feasibility Study of Minimally Invasive Endoscopic Surgical

Treatment with Apollo/Artemis for Supratentorial Intracerebral

Hemorrhage (ICH) “is a prospective, multicenter single arm study.

The primary objective is to provide an assessment of enrollment

and follow up feasibility for this patient population being treated

with the Apollo Minimally Invasive Surgical Treatment (MIES),

and good clinical results and clinical evidence have been obtained

(22, 23). “Early Minimally Invasive Removal of Intracerebral

Hemorrhage (ENRICH): Study protocol for a multi-centered two-

arm randomized adaptive trial”is a multicenter, randomized,

adaptive clinical trial comparing standard medical management to

early (<24 h) surgical hematoma evacuation using minimally

invasive parafascicular surgery (MIPS) in the treatment of acute

spontaneous supratentorial intracerebral hemorrhage, and good

clinical effect and RCT clinical evidence were obtained (24).

In contrast to microscopic hematoma removal, endoscopic

surgery enables the treatment of larger intracranial lesions

through smaller incisions. Additionally, the utilization of direct

visual guidance during the operation effectively minimizes the
5 cm, while the bone flap was approximately 2.5 cm in size (A). The
of the hematoma, thereby mitigating intracranial pressure (B). The

ectly visualize and remove the hematoma. Finally (C), the simultaneous
the screen (D).
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FIGURE 6

Postoperative review. Head CT examination 12 h after operation showed residual blood volume of 5.3 ml and hematoma clearance rate of 95.28%.
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traction and injury to brain tissue, thereby safeguarding vital

structures. Consequently, the overall incidence of surgical side

effects is reduced. Furthermore, compared to puncture and

drainage techniques, endoscopic surgery offers the advantage of

timely hematoma removal.

The novel endoscope employed in this study incorporates two key

enhancements. One aspect to consider is the utilization of a contact

endoscope, which involves the incorporation of an outer sheath

into the conventional endoscope. This modification, where in the

head end encompasses a rod mirror, facilitates the uninterrupted

imaging of brain tissue. Consequently, the contact endoscope is

capable of executing direct-view puncture operations, thereby

circumventing potential interference with blood vessels along the

puncture path. Additionally, this advancement diminishes the

necessity for multiple suctioning steps to confirm the presence of

hematoma, while also enabling the measurement of hematoma

length. Conversely, the advent of portable endoscopy has been

made possible through advancements in electronic endoscopy

technology. This progress has resulted in the production of more

slender and lightweight endoscopes. The portable endoscope in this

study is only 6 g, which effectively reduces the burden of doctors

holding the lens. Simultaneously, the utilization of a suction device

can rectify the aforementioned issue. By employing the “chopstick

technology,” the endoscope and suction device can be manipulated

single-handedly, allowing the other hand to operate additional

instruments. The portable endoscope exhibits a high level of

integration, eliminating the necessity for an independent light

source, white balance adjustments, and other procedures. It can be

effortlessly connected to a display via USB, enabling immediate and

convenient usage. The innovation lies in the fact that the contact

endoscope can be directly inserted into brain tissue for imaging at

a 0 mm object distance. It is capable of imaging brain tissue and

hematoma clearly, while the traditional endoscope can only image

in transparent gas or liquid and cannot image in soft tissues similar

to brain tissue. Additionally, the lightweight and highly integrated

endoscope system and cold light source system are relatively

convenient to operate. The contact endoscope does not require

manual cleaning of the lens during the puncture procedure. The
Frontiers in Surgery 07
curved front end of the lens makes direct contact with brain tissue

for imaging, utilizing a blunt separation technique. As the tissue at

the front end gradually shifts due to friction with the lens during

puncture, it acts as a self-cleaning mechanism akin to wiping. This

process prevents the accumulation of stains on the lens that could

potentially contaminate it, and any existing stains are effectively

removed during the piercing process. During the utilization of a

portable endoscope, lens cleaning is typically unnecessary

throughout the operation, although instances may arise where it

becomes imperative to remove stains from the lens. Endoscopic

surgery is conducted entirely within a transparent sheath, known as

the working channel, which serves to shield the brain tis-sue and

prevent contact or contamination of the lens by blood. The

hematoma and other tissues within the surgical site are situated at

aconsiderable distance from the lens, with the optimal working

distance being 25 mm for optimal image quality. Furthermore, the

front lens of the endoscopic system is equipped with an anti-fog

and anti-fouling coating.These factors have the potential to reduce

the duration of the surgical procedure and facilitate its execution.

The new endoscope boasts a resolution of 1,280*720 pixels

(1 K), slightly inferior to the current high-end 4 K optical

endoscope. However, it adequately fulfills the requirements for

clinical applications in cerebral hemorrhage surgery, And the

image quality is constantly being optimized Additionally, efforts

have been made to integrate the endoscope with stereotactic and

neural navigation systems, expanding its potential applications

and enhancing the safety of surgical procedures.

However, it is important to note that current endoscopes

possess certain limitations (25). Akin to conventional endoscopy,

the operative area is constrained by the working channel,

necessitating enhanced surgical proficiency on the part of the

operator, particularly in managing active hemorrhaging.
5 Conclusion

In summary, the present study introduces a novel neuro-endoscope

that amalgamates the merits of portable and contact endoscopes,
frontiersin.org
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enabling comprehensive direct visualization during hematoma removal

procedures. This innovation offers enhanced convenience for medical

practitioners and contributes to the precision and minimally invasive

nature of cerebral hemorrhage surgery. Consequently, further

investigation into the clinical significance of this neuro-endoscope is

warranted in future research endeavors.
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